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CAMPUS MINISTRY SEMINAR WITH TIM ELMORE
CM 601 (1 OR 2 hours credit) – JANUARY 2005
Dr. Chris Kiesling
Asbury Theological Seminary
(859) - 858-2382
e-mail: c_kiesling@asburyseminary.edu
Office Hours: By appointment
In order to accommodate Tim Elmore’s schedule we will meet all day
Friday, January 14 from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Saturday, January 15th from
8:30 to 12:30. Tim will be with us all day on Friday and I will be teaching the
remainder of his material and leading discussions on Saturday.
REQUIREMENTS:

I.

Attendance at all meetings of the seminar, Friday and Saturday.

II.

Reading of all required texts:
a. Certain Trumpets: The Nature of Leadership by Gary Will
b. Next Generation Leader: Five Essentials for Those Who Will
Shape the Future by Andy Stanley
For those taking the class for two hours of credit – also read
c. Leadership and Self Deception: Getting Out of the Box from
the Arbinger Institute
Also recommended as supplemental readings for the class are Tim
Elmore’s books Habitudes I and Habitudes II. These and other
books will be available for purchase at the seminar or if you would
like to discover more about Tim, his books, and his ministry search
his website at growingleaders.com

II.

Summative paper (10-12 pages for folks taking the class for one
hour credit and 20-24 pages for those taking the class for two
hours credit) that ties together seminar presentations and
discussions with readings for the class. The summative paper
can be proportioned however you would like, but it should
address the following three questions.

A. Develop a strategy for creating a leadership culture. Although it

is possible to complete this assignment hypothetically, the
application for such a strategy will necessarily need to become
contextually sensitive and specific. Therefore, it may work best
for you to assume a ministry that you are currently a part of, or
have previously been involved with. Drawing from the material
in this seminar, discuss what changes you foresee need to be
made and how you would go about facilitating those changes.
Identify potential barriers to those changes and the principles
that would be essential to see the change toward a culture of
leadership come about.
B. Choose five of the habitudes that seemed to best resonate with a
need in your life, in the ministry that you are currently involved
in, or in a situation/relationship that you are currently aware of.
State how the habitude relates to this particular situation, what
insight it provides, and what change it calls for to better the
situation!
C. From the other text(s) that were read, provide an abbreviated
book review stating what you regard as the author’s primary
reason for writing this book, what they say about the particular
position they espouse, and offering your critical response to
their position. As a result of reading this text what were you
caused to conclude?
Summative paper is due by January 24. See Dr. Kiesling if this
deadline creates a problem for you. Turn in the paper with an
addressed envelop returnable to you through the SPO, or to
another address if you are leaving campus.

